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Introduction

The importance of the Data Privacy Nowadays.
Massive Heterogeneous edge Devices for ML
computing
Federated Learning use numbers of clients to jointly
train a ML model without sharing raw data.
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Background

The difference among other privacy protection
▶ 安全多方计算过程保护精度保证华控清交 PrivPy
▶ 联邦学习过程保护精度保证仅限机器学习 This paper
▶ 机密学习过程保护高性能精度保证 Rosetta
▶ 差分隐私结果保护 cpSGD
▶ 全同态加密过程保护 tf-seal
What’s the main challenge of FL

▶ normally distributed optimization problems lie in Non-i.i.d.
▶ unbalanced data and heterogeneous computing devices
▶ massively distribution
▶ limited communication
▶ still privacy leakage

https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3292500.3330920
https://github.com/LatticeX-Foundation/Rosetta
https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.10559
https://github.com/tf-encrypted/tf-seal


Previous Work: FedAvg

Federated Averaging Algorithm (FedAvg)
▶ Server broadcasts global model to clients
▶ Clients perform multiple local SGD updates
▶ Clients send local model changes back
▶ Sever updates global model using averaged

changes



The Trick of Convergence

FedAvg Converges to stationary points of the global objective

𝐹(x) =
𝑚

∑
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑖𝐹𝑖(x)

The work requires
Clients perform the same number of local steps
Clients have the same local learning rate and hyper-parameters
All the Clients have relatively similar communication time and computation
time



The Insight of Adaptivity

Federated Averaging Algorithm (FedAvg)
▶ STA Online Adaptive Optimization

FEDADAGRAD, FEDYOGI and FEDADAM in both
Convex and Non-convex settings have proved
worked

▶ Updates of the adaptive learning rates is faster
when there are stragglers, which requires
adaptive learning rate.



FEDOPT: The Start of the Dream

FEDOPT introduce the pseudo-gradient to control 𝜂𝑡

𝑥𝑡+1 = 1
∣ 𝒮 ∣ ∑

𝑖∈𝒮
𝑥𝑡

𝑖 = 𝑥𝑡 − 1
∣ 𝒮 ∣ ∑

𝑖∈𝒮
(𝑥𝑡 − 𝑥𝑡

𝑖) .

With assumptions
Lipschitz Gradient The function 𝐹𝑖 is 𝐿 -smooth for all 𝑖 ∈ [𝑚]
Bounded Variance The function 𝐹𝑖 have 𝜎𝑙 -bounded (local) variance
Bounded Gradients The function 𝑓𝑖(𝑥, 𝑧) have 𝐺 -bounded gradients



FEDOPT Algorithm

CLIENTOPT aims to mininmize the client’s
local data, applying SGD to the
”pseudo-gradient”
smaller values of 𝜏 representing higher
degrees of adaptivity
Can integrate FEDADAGRAD, FEDYOGI and
FEDADAM



The Integration into Server-side Optimization

Federated Averaging Algorithm (FedAvg)
▶ STA Online Adaptive Optimization

FEDADAGRAD, FEDYOGI and FEDADAM in both
Convex and Non-convex settings have proved
worked

▶ Updates of the adaptive learning rates is faster
when there are stragglers, which requires
adaptive learning rate.



Convergence Analysis

Under some mild assumptions, the iterates of Algorithm 2 for FEDADAGRAD satisfy

min
0≤𝑡≤𝑇 −1

𝔼||∇𝑓(𝑥𝑡)||2 = 𝒪 (𝑓(𝑥0) − 𝑓(𝑥∗)√
𝑚𝐾𝑇

+ 2𝜎2
𝑙 𝐿

𝐺2√
𝑚𝐾𝑇

+ 𝜎2

𝐺𝐾𝑇 + 𝜎2𝐿√𝑚
𝐺2√

𝐾𝑇 3/2 )

for sufficiently large 𝑇 .

Comparison of convergence rates:
When 𝑇 is sufficiently large compared to 𝐾 , 𝒪 ( 1√

𝑚𝐾𝑇 ) is the dominant term. Thus
the convergence rate of Algorithm 2 is 𝒪 ( 1√

𝑚𝐾𝑇 ), which matches the best known
rate for the general non-convex setting.



Simplification for Practice

In practical scenarios, we often only have
access to finite data samples, the number of
which may vary between clients.
We will instead perform E epochs of training
over each client’s dataset. Additionally, we
will take a weighted average of the client
updates, where we weight according to the
number of examples



SCAFFOLDING

SCAFFOLDING更新 𝑦𝑖的公式中，我们得到: 𝑦𝑖 ≈ 𝑦𝑖 − 𝜂 1
𝑁 ∑𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑦𝑖)。换句话

说，Scaffold更新梯度的方式约等于理想情况下的梯度更新方式。

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 − 𝜂 (𝑔𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑐𝑖 + 𝑐)



LOOKAHEAD

LOOKAHEAD迭代地更新两组权重：slow weights 𝜙和 fast weights 𝜃，前者
在后者每更新 𝑘次后更新一次。LOOKAHEAD将任意标准优化算法 A作为内
部优化器来更新 fast weights。使用优化器 A经过 𝑘次内部优化器更新后，
LOOKAHEAD通过在权重空间 𝜃 − 𝜙中执行线性插值的方式更新 slow
weights，方向为最后一个 fast weights。

Batched SCAFFOLD



Comparison and Thoughts: SCAFFOLDING v.s LOOKAHEAD

Shortage
SCAFFOLD performs comparably to or worse than FEDAVG and other adaptive
methods. Possibly because

▶ only sample a small fraction of clients at each round, so most users are sampled
infrequently.

▶ While theoretically performant, such methods often perform worse than SGD in
practice.

LOOKAHEAD and ADAALTER require extra communication or client memory



Extended Experiments For Adaptive Optimizers

Adaptive Optimizers conerge well on other datasets with recommended
parameters.
Scale of distribution ( of devices) does not help convergence significantly.



Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)

Generated Adversarial Network is to use the trained model plus some mutation
variables,that will output the similar image using the sane neural network that
can not be recognized by the original network.
Shows less communication time and literally close exectution time during real
life testbench.



Reflection on the Assumptions

Instead, each client distribution 𝒟𝑖 is the uniform distribution over some finite
set 𝐷. of size 𝑛𝑖. The 𝑛𝑖 may vary significantly between clients, requiring extra
care when implementing.

This assumes that data on clinets is IID and ignores device heterogeneous.
Corrections should be applied:

▶ Augment clients’ data with some globally shared dataset.
▶ Craft the objective function to balance clinet contribution.
▶ Customized objectives which instead turns the non-IID problem from a bug to a

feature.



The Underlying Problems

The federal optimization framework presented in this paper is independent of
the optimizers used by ClientOpt and ServerOpt and allows them to insert
techniques such as momentum and adaptive learning rate into the joint
optimization process.Interestingly, however, they show results that always use
the traditional SGD asClientOpt and the adaptive optimizer ADAM, YOGI as
ServerOpt.
Minor Problem The proof forgot to include the second term 𝜂2

𝑙 𝐾2 ∣ ∇𝑓(𝑥𝑡)
𝜏 ∣2 of

Eq.(11) in Lemma 4 . The conclusions in theorem 1 and 2 may not hold.



Summary

From a practitioner’s view, the most urgent question concerns the learning
pattern of federated learning models: does there exist an learning paradigm
that supports on-line parameter tuning, which is crucial in face of device
heterogeneous.
We feel the work is a good piece of practice in utilizing adaptiveness in
asynchronization and learning regularization. The adaptiveness lies in the
calculation of 𝑆 , and asynchronize update the result from every client. The
below graph shows the result of before and after the modification.



Thank you!
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